Abstrmt-A robust synthesis problem via state-feedback involving impulse-to-peak performances is investigated. Even of a space launcher. During its atmospheric flight, the nonstationarv rieid dvnrunics of a sDace launcher have to be optimization [IS]. Our goal is f i i t to tighten the bounds obtained in the previous reference using the quadratic stability framework when the state-space mahices are known to belong feedback synthesis problem is tackled in the same setup far LT, discrete.time polytopic systems These results are then applied to control the attitude of a space launcher during the ahnospheric flight.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
It is well-known that ' H , synthesis guarantees robust stability in the face of worst-case disturbances while 'H2 synthesis is more adapted to deal with nominal performance. When imposing transient specifications (overshoot, settling time), a less known approach is to guarantee a bound on the peak impulse response. Even when considering models without uncertainty, the impulse-to-peak performance cannot be computed exactly and a somewhat conservative bound may be computed by LMI optimization Our goal is first to tighten the computable hound on the worst case impulse-to-peak performance when the system matrices are known to belong to a polytope defined by its vertices. It is well-known that using a vertexization areument and the framework of auadratic stabilitv. roueh where 3: t Iw" is the state vector, 1u t Rm-is the disturbance vector, U E R"' " is the input vector and z t R"= is the controlled output vector. The model is supposed to be uncertain since the system matrices are assumed to belong to a polytope of matrices defined as the convex hull of N vertices.
(2)
It is assumed that the whole state is measurable such that a state-feedback may be utilized for stabilization and performance requirements. The controller K is given by its state-space realization:
bounds may be easily obtained via LMI optimization [2].
New conditions based on the introduction of additional slack variables and already used in different contexts 171,
The closed-loop system C * K is given by its state-space equations:
~~ (4)
[ I l l , [14], [13] are proposed to compute tighter bounds than the ones developed in the quadratic setup. These conditions are then relaxed to tacMe the problem of robust impulseto-peak state-feedback synthesis for polytopic uncertain A final important part of the paper is dedicated to the application of these results to the problem of the robust control This paper focuses on two related problems. Once a satisfying state-feedback gain K is found, it is interesting to compute the tighter estimate of the worst case impulse-to-peak performance of the closed-loop system. PROBLEM 2 (robust impulse-to-peak analysis problem)
0-7803-8636-
Find the worst case impulse-to-peak performance of the closed-loop uncertain polytopic model C k K for all C E 12.
Surprisingly, except in some particular cases, both these problems are hard to solve analytically. Even if some suhoptimal numerical approach has been developed I1.51, the reduction of the conservatism of the proposed solution is still a challenging problem in both cases.
LMI FORMULATIONS OF THE ROBUST IMPULSE-TO-PEAK ANALYSIS PROBLEM

A. Quadratic and extended LMI-hmed impulse-io-peak m i
As in continuous-time case [2] , [15] , a conservative LMI characterization may he used to compute a hound on the peak of the impulse response of a polytopic discrete LTI system. For a given state-feedback K, the closed-loop discrete-time plant belongs to B polytope of matrices %.
Therefore, a sub-optimal solution for problem 2 may be found by solving the LMI optimization problem THEOREM 1 If there exists a matrix P,I t S*+ and a scalar y* satisfying for 311 i = 1 , . .. , N :
Proof: Note that by Schur complement, all the inequalities defining the realizable set of (8) may be equivalently written with respect to X,! = Pc;' and for all realizations of C*I< in the polytope Clcl. Subsequent technical developments are rather standard and may he found in the reference
n1.
For a moderate number of vertices, this approach rooted in the quadratic stability framework is known to he numerically efficient while giving a rather conbervative bound 7;.
The first contribution of this paper is to propose a tighter hound on the robust impulse-to-peak pefiormance. This bound is computed via the solution of an LMI optimization problem involving extra matrix variables (slack variables) allowing the use of polytopic parameter-dependent Lyapunov functions. Indeed, it is well-known that the main origin of conservatism of the quadratic approach is the use of a single Lyapunov function-for the whole domain of uncertainty.
THEOREM 2
If there exist N positive definite matrices Pcj E S, and two matrices F E RnXn and G E RnXn and a positive scalar 7 solution to:
under Proof: The proof comes from the application of elimination lemma [I61 on the first and third inequality of (8). The inequality 7: ? 7;<; may be proved by noticing that the quadratic test may be retrieved by choosing P;? =
B. Numerical example
The next example is borrowed from [6] (second e x mple). It consists in the discretized longitudinal short period mode dynamics of the F4E fighter aircraft. Four different operating points are considered leading to a polytope with four vertices. The system matrices may he retrieved from the reference above. First, the quadratically stabilizing statefeedback given in [6] is used to robustly stahilize the polytope:
We get the following bounds on the closed-loop impulseto-peak performance:
, @ = 13.4003 & = 11.0054
The improvement is about 18% for the extended test compared to the quadratic one. This is obtained without much more numerical involvements.
LMI FORMULATION OF THE ROBUST IMPULSE-TO-PEAK CONTROL PROBLEM
A. Extended impulse-to-peak synthesis condition
To address the impulse-to-peak performance synthesis problem, we need to relax the previous optimization prohlem by setting G = F . This relaxation is known as the generalized shaping paradigm [13] . The mdn time-domain performance specification is defined by maximal and minimal bounds on the peak value Df the. angle of attack when the wind profile is applied to the launcher. Note also that additional noise signals have been added to the state variables e, ?+h and f since they me considered to be measured. The poles-zeros map of the uncertain closed-loop system when coefficients Ag and K1 are discretized over their range of variations is given in figure 6 . V. CONCLUSIONS New LMI conditions for the analysis of worst case impulse-to-peak performance for polytopic uncertainties as well as for robust state-feedback synthesis have been proposed. It has been shown that this conditions always encompass the existing ones based on the quadratic stahility framework. Finally, this approach has been applied to the realistic example of the control of an aerospace launcher. Stress has been laid on the main performance requirement which is expressed in terms of maximal peak value of the angle of attack in response to a specific wind profile. Of course, many other specifications (attenuation of bending modes, consumption criterion, stability margins on the rigid model as well as on the bending modes ... ) must he considered. In addition, the whole state is not, available in practice for control purpose. Only $ and $ may be In [ 11, a multiohjective H2/Hm/impulse-to-peak controller which verifies all the specifications imposed on the launcher during the atmospheric flight is computed via LMI optimization and extended conditions. The parametric uncertainty is not directly tackled as it is in that paper. It is shown here that extended stabilization conditions may he adequately applied to explicitly deal with parametric uncertainty entering the system matrices of the launcher. To extend this type of synthesis to the real practical problem of controlling the launcher, the procedure of synthesis proposed in [20] may he applied with the robust statefeedback computed by (12).
( t ) = al$(t) + a( i ( t ) -W ( t ) ) + ad?(t)
One theoretical and practical perspective to this work would be to generalize the following conditions to the problem of robust dynamical output feedback synthesis for which there does not exist any LMI solution to date. 
